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During RIMPAC 2022, the world’s largest international maritime exercise, USCGC MIDGETT advanced mission excellence 
and became the first CG cutter to command two Combined Task Forces, successfully completing 33 joint and combined 
at-sea events with U.S. and foreign warships. In the midst of RIMPAC exercises, USCGC MIDGETT responded to a real-
world engine room fire aboard a Peruvian naval vessel, enabling the immediate transport of two severely burned crew 
members to MIDGETT for stabilizing first aid and facilitating a MEDEVAC ashore for higher-level medical care. MIDGETT’s 
courageous rendering of rescue and assistance was key to the Peruvian crew saving their ship. While deployed under USN 
7th fleet TACON in support of INDOPACOM’s strategic priorities, USCGC MIDGETT skillfully operated in and around some 
of the world’s most highly trafficked and politically sensitive areas, including the Malacca Straits and the South China Sea. 
USCGC MIDGETT worked extensively with PACAREA and CG-711 to sharpen our competitive edge by supporting prototype 
testing of CG MH-60 “blade fold/tail fold” capability and deploying with a USN MH-60R during RIMPAC.

The Cutter Excellence Award annually recognizes the crew of a large cutter, the crew 
of a mid-sized cutter, and the crew of a small cutter. Cutter crews recognized for this 
award will have demonstrated exceptional performance in areas such as operations 
and mission accomplishment; commitment to crew and families; cutter training and 
readiness; and engineering.

LARGE CUTTER
USCGC MIDGETT (WMSL 757)
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In 2022 during the Operation VIGILANT SENTRY phase elevation, USCGC DAUNTLESS interdicted 18 unseaworthy migrant 
vessels and held, processed, and repatriated 975 Cuban and Haitian migrants over 67 days in the Florida Straits and 
Windward Passage. USCGC DAUNTLESS upheld WMEC migrant holding standards despite operating short-staffed. 
USCGC DAUNTLESS was the first post-COVID-19 cutter to complete the full three-week TSTA, earning a 98% average drill 
score across 109 training evolutions and the Atlantic Area Overall Operational Readiness Award. During Operation UNIFIED 
RESOLVE, USCGC DAUNTLESS safely conducted a challenging and heroic rescue of 27 migrants from Monito Island in 
heavy surf conditions.

MEDIUM CUTTER
USCGC DAUNTLESS (WMEC 624)

USCGC GLEN HARRIS executed Operation GRIDIRON, a 99-day voyage from 
Key West, FL to Manama, Bahrain covering over 14,500nm. While transiting 
off West Africa after completing the first-ever South Atlantic crossing by an 
FRC, USCGC GLEN HARRIS and the accompanying cutter responded to two 
unseaworthy migrant rafts transiting from Morocco. Fearing for the safety of 
life at sea, GLEN HARRIS closed on the submerged raft with people in the 
water and rescued them all, saving 103 lives. During Operation GRIDIRON, 
USCGC GLEN HARRIS performed exercises and professional exchanges with 
the Armed Forces of Malta, Lebanese Armed Forces-Navy, Royal Jordanian 
Defense Forces, and the Israeli Navy, greatly enhancing foreign maritime 
partnerships in the region. Additionally, USCGC GLEN HARRIS conducted the 
first three drug interdictions by a USCG vessel in the Middle East. In support 
of Operation UNIFIED TAKEDOWN, USCGC GLEN HARRIS seized over 3,600kgs 
of hashish, heroin, methamphetamine, and amphetamines from 3 stateless 
dhows. USCGC GLEN HARRIS also supported Operation SPARTAN SHIELD 
by providing layered defense to coalition assets through 15 transits of the 
Strait of Hormuz. USCGC GLEN HARRIS’ poise and professionalism during 8 
interactions with the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Navy safeguarded 10 
coalition assets and prevented further escalation with adversarial forces.

SMALL CUTTER
USCGC GLEN HARRIS (WPC 1144)




